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QUANTUM W, GRAVITY IN THE CHIFtAL GAUGE 

K. SCHOUT’ENS, A. SEVRIN and P. van NIEUWENHUIZEN* 

Institute for Theoretical Physics, State University of New York at Stony Brook, 
Stony Brook, NY I1 794-3840, USA 

Received 19 March 1991 

We analyze the quantum theory of Ws gravity in the chiral gauge, coupled to scalar fields or 
to W, matter. We evaluate the effective action through 3-100~ order, using both Feynman 
diagrams and OPE methods. We exhibit two distinct Ward identities for the Ws symmetry, in 
which new terms appear due to the essential non-linearities in the theory. The relation with 
KPZ’s program for chiral gravity and its extension to Ws gravity are briefly discussed. 

1. Introduction 

Over the years there have been attempts to generalize theories of classical and 
quantum gravity (in arbitrary dimension D) to higher-spin extensions that include 
gauge fields of spin greater than or equal to three. Only recently it has become 
clear that in two dimensions such extensions - both at the classical and the 
quantum level - can successfully be made. The appropriate gauge algebras turn 
out to be so-called W-algebras, which are higher spin extensions of the Virasoro 
algebra; hence the name W-gravities. The prototype of these theories in the spin-3 
extension of 2D gravity which is based on Zamolodchikov’s W, algebra [l], called 
W, gravity, which is the subject of this paper. 

A good understanding of the classical theory of W, gravity has been achieved 
recently. A first result was the formulation of Hull [2] of W, gravity in the chiral 
gauge coupled to scalar matter fields. In refs. [3,4] this result was extended to a 
fully covariant formulation with vielbein-type gauge fields ef and Bz* for the 
spin-2 and spin-3 gauge fields, respectively. 

In this paper we focus on quantum W, gravity in the chiral gauge. Our first goal 
is to reach a proper understanding of this theory in the framework of perturbative 
quantum field theory; in particular we would like to understand the anomaly 
structure and to obtain exact results for the effective action. Such results can then 
be compared to results in the conformal gauge, and, eventually, be extended to 
covariant results. Later on one would like to compare this continuum formulation 
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with predictions based on matrix models and on topological field theory. A 
particular challenge is to try to connect results based on lagrangian field theory 
with the group-theoretical analysis of ref. [5] and with considerations based on 
quantum W, geometry [63. With these developments ahead, we now focus on the 
lagrangian formulation of chiral W, gravity. 

Let us first recall some facts about pure gravity in the chiral gauge, with 
gravitational field h ++. One defines the so-called induced action IJh], which is 
obtained by first coupling pure gravity to matter fields 4, giving rise to a classical 
action S[h, ~$1, and subsequently integrating out the matter fields 

The induced action r[h] is then taken as the starting point for the formulation of 
quantum gravity. The contents of the latter are summarized by the generating 
functional w[t], defined as 

ewrl = Oh e~vl+w~)lhr 
/ 

The expression for r[h], which is derived from the celebrated covariant form 
jR(l/ q )R, is well known; in sect. 2 we will review its derivation in the chiral 
gauge as a prelude to our later computations in W, gravity. A strong result of KPZ 
[7], as interpreted in ref. [S], is an exact expression for the functional w[t], 

where k, and z, depend as follows on the central charge c (which is a measure for 
the “size” of the matter system 4, for example the number n of scalar fields, and 
which enters the induced action r[h] as a multiplicative factor) in the region c < 1 

2 

Z=k+2. 

The functional W,(u) is defined through the following differential equation 

(at+ 2ud-+ d_u)6u = swL (l/?T)8+U, 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 
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which in the field theory has the interpretation of an anomalous Ward identity, see 
eq. (2.31). 

The full result (1.3) for lV[tl can be understood in a loop expansion of the path 
integral (1.21, which corresponds to an expansion in l/c. The lowest-order (saddle 
point) contribution is given by 

(1.6) 

showing that the functional WJt] is essentially given by the Legendre transform of 
the induced action r[h]. The one-loop, i.e. order l/c, corrections to the saddle- 
point result, which were computed by Polyakov (unpublished) and are reproduced 
in ref. [81, agree with the exact result (1.3). 

In our analysis of W, gravity we follow steps similar to those above and 
eventually hope to achieve a result analogous to (1.3). Partial results in this 
direction were obtained in refs. [9, lo]. However, these papers did not properly 
treat the non-linear terms in the W, current algebra, which make out the essential 
complication of W, gravity with respect to ordinary gravity and which contribute if 
all orders in l/c are considered. Some results in the conformal gauge were 
obtained in refs. [ll, 121. 

A classical action for spin-2 and spin-3 gravitons h,, and B,,, coupled to n 
real scalar fields cpi, i = 1,2,. . . , n, was given in ref. 123 (see formula (3.1)). 
Quantizing the cpi fields (keeping h and B as external fields) leads to the effective 
action r[h, B; &,I. Putting cpi, = 0 in there leads to the induced action T[h, B], 
which can again be defined directly as in (1.1). A striking difference with the case 
of pure gravity is that now IJh, B] receives contributions from diagrams with 
arbitrarily many loops, as compared to the pure gravity case where only l-loop 
diagrams contribute. As a consequence, the induced action for W, gravity is no 
longer proportional to c (or n) but it can be expanded in a large c (or rz) expansion 
and contains then also terms proportional to co, c-l,. . . (or no, n-l,. . .). 

Only for n = 2 the n scalar theory has exact W, at the quantum level [2,3]. We 
also define an induced action Tw3[h, B], which is formally obtained by integrating 
out (as in (1.1)) a matter system of central charge c with exact W, symmetry also at 
the quantum level. Although an explicit lagrangian for such matter systems is not 
known, one can still extract the expression for rw, by using operator product 
expansion COPE) methods. Indicating the effective action obtained from the field 
theory in (3.1) by TJh, B; y&l, we have I-Jh, Bl = rw3[h, B] (up to a scale factor 
in the definition of B, see eq. (3.18)) if n = c = 2. In sect. 3 we will find that 
explicit differences between r, and rw, start appearing at the 3-100~ level if 
n=c#2. 

The main issue is now to try to establish anomalous Ward identities for the 
actions r&h, B; &I, r,[h, B] and T,[h, B], to all orders in perturbation theory. 
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This will turn out to be much more involved than in the case of pure gravity 
because the spin-3 gauge symmetry, called A symmetry, is non-linear (as is dictated 
by the W, algebra). We will establish two alternative (anomalous) Ward identities 
for this A symmetry. 

The first Ward identity for r, is essentially the standard Ward identity which 
one can write in a general quantum field theory. However, in this case there is a 
technical complication which has been considered only recently in ref. [13], and 
which is due to the fact that under A transformations the extenzal field h,, 
transforms into a product of quantum fields cpi. The correct Ward identity under 
this circumstance, which was proved in ref. [13], is given in eq. (4.7). It contains a 
composite operator on the l.h.s., which implies that it does not simply describe the 
response of the effective action under a gauge transformation. In sect. 4 we will 
propose an exact (all-order) result for the local quantity A, in the r.h.s. of the 
Ward identity. This A, is related to the A anomaly An[A], but the two are not the 
same because of the presence of the composite operator. 

In order to study the true E and A anomalies An[ E] and An[ A], we will then turn 
to the Wess-Zumino consistency conditions for consistent anomalies. Starting 
from certain transformation rules for the fields h,, and B+++, containing already 
some suitably chosen terms of order 22, we will find a solution for A~[E] and An[A] 
to all-loop order, which is valid under the assumption of certain local transforma- 
tion rules, given in (5.9) and (5X), for the effective currents Teff and Weff. With 
that result, it would be possible to remove all anomalies except the lowest ones 
(which are independent of quantum fields) by redefinitions of the transformation 
rules. We will argue that this proposal for the A anomaly is correct through 2-100~ 
order. However, explicit 3-100~ computations show further (non-local) A anoma- 
lies, implying that the transformation rules of the currents are different from the 
simple local form in (5.9) and (5.15). 

It is possible to write an exact (but formal) expression for the response of the 
effective action under local A transformations, i.e. for the A anomaly An[A]. It 
involves the (non-local) expression Reff (in the II scalar theory) or Aeff (in the W, 
theory). By working out these expressions in perturbation theory, we will recover 
the results obtained from the Wess-Zumino conditions, and the extra 3-100~ terms 
mentioned above. These results can then be cast into the form of functional 
equations for the induced actions rV (without external cp lines) and rw,. These 
equations, given in eqs. (5.21) and (5.221, involve the third- and fifth-order 
Gelfand-Dickey operators 

D, =a:+ 2ua-+ u’, 

D, =a”_+ lou@+ 15z@+ 9u”a-+ 2u”‘+ 16u28-+ 1&u’, (1.7) 

where the primes denote d-. However, we should stress that they can not be 
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written as local relations among h, B and the effective currents Teff and Weff 
represented by u and u. This property is lost due to the presence of the 3-100~ 
terms mentioned above. 

One may hope that the locality of the functional equations, which, as we just 
mentioned, fails to hold for rq and rw, and hence for the saddle point approxima- 
tions to W,[u, u] and W,[u, u], will be restored if one includes loop corrections in 
the path-integral expressions for the functionals W[u, u]. The complete perturba- 
tive evaluation of W,[u, u] and Ww,[u, u] involves two independent loop expan- 
sions, with matter loops due to the path integral over cp and gauge fields loops due 
to the integral and h and B. It is therefore much more intricate than the similar 
evaluation in pure gravity. We intend to come back to this issue in a future 
publication [14]. 

An alternative way to quantize chiral W, gravity is through the Batalin-Vilkovisky 
(BV) quantization scheme. For a pure W, theory with central charge c = 100, the 
relevant BRST charge is anomaly-free at the quantum level, as was shown in refs. 
[15,16]. One finds that for other values of c and for the n scalar theory, there are 
BRST anomalies related to the fact that h and B are propagating fields in the full 
quantum W, theory. We intend to discuss this issue in a separate publication. In 
the approach that we follow here (compare with ref. [8]) one does not introduce 
ghosts in the path integral over h and B (as in (1.2)), simply because the effective 
action does not have exact gauge invariance due to anomalies. The anomalies 
provide kinetic terms for the gauge fields in r[h, B], so that propagators are well 
defined. One does not need to split off the gauge volume from the path integral so 
that ghosts never come into the picture. 

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we review the treatment 
of pure 2D gravity as a prelude to our computations in W, gravity. In sect. 3 we 
present explicit Feynman diagram computations in W, gravity, which we compare 
with results obtained by the OPE method. These results include explicit expres- 
sions for the basic 3-100~ diagrams in the induced action for W, gravity. In the 
sects. 4 and 5 we discuss the various Ward identities, which we already mentioned 
above: Sect. 6 contains an outlook on further developments. 

2. Pure gravity 

As a preliminary, we work through the case of (euclidean) chiral gravity [17] with 
action 

S[h,50’] = (l/p)/(-fa+~i~-~i+ ~h++a-‘pid_rpi+JiSoi)d2Z, (2.1) 

where i=l 2 , ,**a, n and a- and d, stand for a, and a,, respectively. The 
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generating functional for connected graphs, W[h++, J’], is given by 

expW[h++,J’]/fi= C ; p++ ,,,I, l. [ & (~-$)(a-S)l” 

589 

(2.2) 

For the dressed propagator, that is the sum of all tree graphs with a p-line and 
0,1,2,... h-vertices, one finds 

p@trea 
[h ++,J’] = -&- jJi’ 1 a- ;I’d’z. 

+ l-h++d - 
+ 

(2.3) 

The dressed propagator is clearly proportional to the inverse of the p-field 
equation since 

1 1 

a ;+ T&=aw(lBhl,k)a+ =[a-~+-w++~-r= 0-l. 
+ l-h++- 

Under the E-transformations 

6,t+ = E+aJ, 6,P = a++P), 

&h++=a+E+- h++a-E++ E+d-h,, , (2.5) 

the action in equation (2.1) is invariant, and hence Wcfree)[h++, PI should also be E 
invariant. To prove this, note that 0 S is a scalar density if S is a scalar 
(6,S = c+a-9. Hence 

6,~ =a3+0 - q +a- , (2.6) 

as one may also verify by direct evaluation, and with this result the e-invariance of 
iPee) follows easily. 
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To obtain the generator r[ h ++; rpi, ] of one particle irreducible (1PI) graphs, one 
should make a Legendre transformation 

r[h++;cpf,] = W[h ++,J’] - (1/~)/J’cp:,d2z, (2.7) 

where the “classical field” & is given by IT 6W/6Ji = - 0 -‘J’. As expected, the 
tree result (h = 0) is just the classical action 

r(t=e) h [ (2.8) 

Turning to loops, we first consider the two-point function. Using eq. (2.2), and 
putting A = 1, one finds 

+ =n/[+h++@,( ;Cj2(z-w)f;h++(w)]d2zd2w. (2.9) 

To make sense of the product of distributions, i.e. to specify our regularization 
procedure, we use the representation of the delta function in terms of ln(z - w)’ 
= ln(Z - G) + ln(z - w), 

7f+62(Z-W) =L + z--w’ (2.10) 

This relation holds only in euclidean space, and may be proved by partially 
integrating lfXzZ - &3+fd*z. In Minkowski space-time one may use analytic 
regularization [18]; dimensional regularization might also work, although it is 
less obvious how this should be applied to a chiral theory. Repeated differentiation 
of (2.10) with respect to z yields the result 

(-y-l al-1 
.lr @-I)! a+62(z-w) = (z-lw)n - 

Using this relation twice leads to the identity 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

Since we may partially integrate with l/a+, but note that the Leibniz rule does not 
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hold: 

591 

we find 

+ = g/h++ $z++ d’z. (2.13) 

For the tadpole diagram we obtain 

+=;jh++(z)[2S2(z-w)]G’(r-w)d’ld’w. (2.14) 

Putting a2(z - W) = a+(z - w)-‘/T and @JJ+)s2(z - w) = -(l/rXz - w)-~, 
one obtains from eq. (2.11) 

1 1 

3r2a+ (=+>’ 
(2.15) 

This then shows that 

>6’(z-w) 62(z-w)d2W=0, 
+ 1 

so that the tadpole diagram vanishes 

-Q=o. 

Turning to a more complicated graph, we find 

h,+(r,+2~zl -z2> + I[ h++(z2+2(Z2-z3) + I 
z3-z,) d2z,d2z2d2z3. 1 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

Partial integration to liberate one delta function of derivatives, for example the 
first one, leads to the expression 

h++(zt~)>6~(z3-z2) h (z )’ h++(Z2)z62(z2-i?3) 
+ 

] ++ 2 a+ [ + 
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which is cumbersome to deal with. A simple trick solves this problem: writing 
h++= @+P+)h++, we partially integrate the 8, in the numerator. In this way we 
find 

= & jh++[ $h++]2d2z. (2.20) 

For obtaining the last line we used once again the trick of replacing a?h++ by 
a+(atp+>h++. 

For the sum of all 2,3,4,. . . point one-loop graphs one expects a result 
proportional to fiR 0 -’ fiR, with •I = a~fig’?$. In the chiral gauge, where 
only h++ is non-trivial, one has 

fiR=R=a?h+, . (2.21) 

Indeed, the complete one-loop result reads 

r(l-loo”)[h++] = z/@h++ $ 
1 

ra2h d2z. 
a- a- - ++ 

(2.22) 
+ l-h++a 

+ 

This result contains eqs. (2.13) and (2.20). In fact, since there are only graphs with 
one loop, this is the complete quantum part of the effective action. In W, gravity, 
where vertices cubic in quantum fields are present, r”-‘OOp) will also depend on cpg, 
and the complete effective action will receive contributions from diagrams with 
arbitrary numbers of loops. 

The effective action is not invariant under local E transformations. The response 
under 6,h++ as in (2.5) is most easily computed using eq. (2.6). One finds 

6J= -ll jh++&+ d2z. 
127r. 

(2.23) 

This is thus the c-anomaly. The e-transformations are a combination of the 
Einstein (= general coordinate), local Lorentz and Weyl (= local scale) transfor- . 
mations of the covanant theory, and the e-anomaly should be viewed as a 
manifestation of the Weyl anomaly. This is clearly illustrated by the transformation 
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law of &?R = a?h++, 

6,&R = a-( E+R) + 0 (a-E+). (2.24) 

The effective stress tensor of this theory, Te” , is defined as the variation of the 
effective action with respect to the field h,,. Normalizing it to Te” = 
- @-pia-[pi+ . . . . we have 

T’ff = -,& r= -fampiabcpi+ E 1 

12 a+- h++a-- 2(xh,,) 
a?h++ . (2.25) 

-I-+ 

One may prove this either by direct computation or by rewriting eq. (2.23) as in eq. 
(2.31). 

Before we turn to W, gravity, let us mention that the above results are easily 
reproduced in a formalism based on operator product expansions (OPE’s). Focus- 
ing on diagrams with no external p’s, we can write 

expT(‘-‘ooP)[h++] = (exp( -(l/7i)/d2zh++TE-}) 

(2.26) 

where TC= - fa-cpia-rpi , z(j) = (l/r)/ d2zj h++TP- and the brackets denote 
the expectation value with respect to cpi. The N-point functions for T’P- are easily 
computed by using the basic OPE rpi(z,)cpi(z2) = -6” log(z, - z2) + . . . and 

T’P-( z,)TY( z2) = 
n/2 2T!- ( z2) a-T!!-( z2) + 

(Zl -z2j4 + (z, -z212 + (21 -z2> 

. . . . (2.27) 

For example, for the 3-point function one finds 

(T!-( z,)T’P-( z,)T!-( z,)) 

I 
1 2 

=n 
(Z*-z2)2(z2-z3)4 - (zl-z2)(z*-z$ +.-+(2t,3) ’ (2-28) 1 

which can be used to rederive eq. (2.20) by applying eq. (2.11). (The terms which 
are non-singular in one of the differences (zi -zj), denoted by . . . , do not 
contribute since, when hit by a a,, they give rise to expressions like zS*(z, Z) 
which vanish.) 
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An advantage of the OPE approach is that it allows one to derive anomalous 
conservation laws such as (2.23) without explicitly computing the effective action. 
Substituting the variation 6,h ++ g iven in (2.5) into (2.26) leads to 

fS,expr= C 
(-l)N 1 

N (N- I)! ; d2z, d+e++ E+8-h++ / ( -a-E+h++)(Zd 

x(2?-(Z#q2)...Z(N)) 

(-l)N 1 
=;(N-2)!;;2 / d*z, d*z, (a+E++ ~+a-h++- h++a-~+)(Zdh++(Z2) 

x (Z1-Z2)4 i n’2 (&E(3)...Z(N)) 

2 1 

(z1-z2)* + (z, -z*) - 
a(*) (T”-(Z,)z(3)...8(N)) 1 . (2.29) 

The terms in 6,h++ that are linear in h,, p recisely cancel the contributions from 
the C?+E terms with the second- and first-order poles, leaving us with 

%expr= fjd*z,d*r,d,s,(z,)h++(z,) 
n/2 

(z, 4expr -z*) 

d*zi(d?E+)h++ 1 exp r (2.30) 

as in eq. (2.23). This result can be rephrased in the form of the following functional 
equation for the induced action IJh]: 

[a+- h++K-,2@‘-h,,)] ; = - &@h++ , (2.31) 

which can be shown, using (1.2) and (1.6), to be equivalent to eq. (1.5). In the case 
of W, gravity derivations such as the above will be more cumbersome due to the 
fact that in that case the operator product algebra is non-linear. 
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3. W, gravity: the effective action 

59.5 

3.1. ELEMENTARY DIAGRAMS 

After our review of pure gravity, we now address chiral quantum W, gravity. We 
shall treat h,, and B,,, as external fields and work without ghosts. The action 
now reads [21 

S[h++,B+++,d] = (l/P)l[ -+a+qk’Pi+ +h++aJa-p’ 

This action is invariant under the following E (gravity) and A (Ws gravity) gauge 
transformations: 

a,,&++= a+E+- h++a-E++ E+a-h+++ (A++a-B+++- B+++a-A++)a-cpia-cpi, 

&,JJ+++= E+a-B,+,- 2B,,,a-~++a,A.+.- h,,aA+,+ 2A+$-h+, , 

6,.,(pi = E+ascpi + h++dijka-ipja-qk, 

6,,,P = a- [ E+P + A++dijka-ajJk] . (3.2) 

The d-symbols dijk are completely symmetric, traceless, and satisfy ([2], see also 
ref. [19]) 

di( jkd/m)i = @jkslm) 
P-3) 

Some useful identities involving d-symbols, which can be derived from these 
defining properties, are given in table 1. 

The generating functional W[h++, B+++, J’] is again written as in (2.21, and we 
can compute 1PI loop graphs that contribute to the effective action r&h, B; y&l. 
For example, the simplest new graph without external qC, lines is the following 
diagram, which was first discussed by Matsuo in ref. [9]: 

+ = $T,jijkdijk/B+++ (z) [ bs’(z - w)l)a,,,(w) d2z d2W 

fn(?z + 2) 
= 

360~ / B ++-I- +++ d2z - (3.4) 
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TABLE 1 
Identities for the d-symbols d iik. Lines indicate contracted indices. For example: the second 

identity reads d’jkdij” = fn(n + 2) 

8 = $n(n + 2) 

iY 
j = _ +(n _ 2)dijk 

k 

w = - i(n - 2)n(n + 2) 

8 
= $n(n + 2)* 

From now on we shall denote h,, by h, B,,, by B etc. and omit the sym- 
bols d2z. 

The next graph we consider has an extra h-vertex. Using the B = @+/a+)B 
trick, one finds after some tedious algebra 

+n< n + 2) 
= 

360~ 
h:B - 2cLh;B 

+ + 

+ 2B;B - 3d_B$B + 3cVfB;B - 2d:B;B . (3.5) 
+ + + + 

This result is clearly proportional to the lowest-order effective field equations of h 
and B. An alternative way of writing it (which one obtains by writing h as 
(d+/8+)h and partially integrating) is 

-A- = ‘n;;o;2)/[4(~h)B-2(;h)cYvB](;B). (3.6) 

Let us now take a first look at the anomalies in chiral W, gravity. The terms in 
r, with only external h-lines leads to the e-anomaly (2.23) which we already 
discussed for pure gravity. We will now consider the E variation of the 2-100~ 
diagrams with two external B-lines. To lowest order in h (i.e., variations of the 
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form (EBB)) we have two contributions: one from substituting 6,B w EB into eq. 
(3.4) and a second from the 6,h =a+~+ term in eq. (3.5) or eq. (3.6). Using the 
expressions (3.4) and (3.61, one easily checks that the sum cancels 

(3.7) 

Hence, in this example, e-invariance is unbroken to lowest order in h. We will 
later show that the sum of all higher-loop diagrams with arbitrary numbers of 
external B- and h-lines is invariant under E transformations, or, stated differently, 
that the full E anomaly in W, gravity is given by the l-loop result (2.23). 

Turning to A-invariance, we find first of all that the leading variation 6,B = a+h 
in (3.4) leads to the following leading term of the A-anomaly 

“& = 
n(n + 2) 

3601~ / sa5 ) P-8) 

which is the W, analogue of the c-anomaly (2.23). To first order in h we find 

n(n + 2) 

= 360~ 
j(2BaQ - 3a-Bath + 3alBa-A - 2a:Bh) . (3.9) 

Since the result is proportional to the l-loop h field equation, we can remove this 
anomaly by adding the following new term t$‘)h, of order h, to the 6, law for h, 

@‘h= (n+2) -$-+@A - 3a_Ba!.A + 3atBa-A - 2a:BA). (3.10) 

and using this variation in the l-loop graph in eq. (2.13). 
Before analyzing these results from a more profound point of view, we calculate 

a few more graphs, and again study their E and A properties. 
At the l-loop level, graphs with two external Bp,, pairs and any number of h- 

fields can be obtained from the effective action of pure gravity in eq. (2.22) by 
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replacing h by Hi’ = hti’j + 2Bdijka-& In particular, 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

Invariance under e-symmetry to lowest order in h can explicitly be checked: 
varying B and cpC, in the first graph, and using 6h = a+E+ in the second graph, one 
finds that all terms cancel. Again, we can deduce an alternative expression for the 
diagram in eq. (3.12) by replacing E in the E-variation of eq. (3.11) by -(l/a+)h. 

Let us now turn to the A-variations of the graphs (3.11) and (3.12). Varying B 
into a+A in the first graph leads to a non-local result of the form (ABgxp). With 
our present 6, rules there are no further variations of this form. However, since 
we expect that l-loop anomalies are given by local expressions, we anticipate 
further l-loop modifications of our transformation rules. In particular, one ob- 
serves that a l-loop nonlocal extra term in the 6, rule for cp$ can make the above 
anomaly local. 

The systematics of the correction terms in the transformation rules that lead to 
local results for all anomalies can be analyzed with standard quantum field theory 
methods. We refer to sect. 4 for a detailed discussion of this issue. 

3.2. OPE METHODS; FURTHER DIAGRAMS THROUGH 3-LOOP 

In order to evaluate some further diagrams without external cpC, lines, we turn to 
the “OPE method”, which we already explained in the context of pure gravity. In 
particular, we will obtain the lowest 3-100~ diagrams (with four external B-lines) 
explicitly, both for the theory with II scalar fields cpi and for the theory with a pure 
W, matter system of central charge c. 

Both the induced actions T,[h, B] and T,Jh, B] can be written as 

er[hvBl=(e- (l/w)[h++T-- -W~W+++~--- 
> 

= N&qb(l)...~(N)), (3.13) 

where Z(j) is now defined as Z(i) =(1/v)/ d’zj(h++T--+B+++W---I* 
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For the n scalar theory, the currents that go into the above expression are 
T--= TI-= - fa-tja-t$ and W---= W’P--= - +dijka-pia-cpja-cpk. The TT and 
Tw operator products are the standard Virasoro and spin-3 OPE’s; the Ww 
operator product reads [21 

W’(z)WQ(w) = -(n +2) 
n/3 

(z-wy + 

2TQ( w) a-TQ( w) 

(z-w)” + (z-w)3 

l + (z-w)2 [R’(w) + &a’_Tqw)] 

+ (z y w) [;a-wyw) + &-a?(w)]) , (3.14) 

where RcP(w) is given by 

R’(w) = &(T’PT’)(w) - ~~(atQia-Qi)(W) - &a!TQ(W). (3.15) 

The terminology “effective action” for the above path-integral is justified by the 
circumstance that only 1PI graphs contribute to r[h, B]. 

In the theory with pure W, matter of central charge c the basic OPE’s are, by 
definition, given by the standard W, algebra. The Ww OPE reads 

i 

c/3 2T(w) d-T(w) 
w(z)w(w) = (z-w)6 + (z-w)” + (z-w)3 

l + (z-w)” [WA(w) + &a:T( w)] 

+t (3.16) 

where p = 16/(22 + 9) and A(w) is given by 

A(w) = (n-)(w) - $atT(w). (3.17) 

In all these expressions ordinary brackets denote standard normal ordering. Apart 
from an overall factor (-n + 21, the expressions (3.14) and (3.16) agree (with the 
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identifications TQ c) T and n t, c) up to terms proportional to 

-12 n-2 n+2 
RQ-2@=-- 

22 + SC n + 2 
(7-T) + -c?tT + ~di&p’) , (3.18) 

which is a primary field of conformal dimension 4 [2,3]. As mentioned before, the 
difference vanishes if n = c = 2. 

For diagrams without external qf, lines, the number of loops is simply propor- 
tional to the number of external B-lines (which is always even): N-loop diagrams 
have 2(N - 1) external B-lines (and, of course, an arbitrary number of h-lines). 
One immediate consequence of the fact that the difference (RQ - 2/3A)(w> is 
primary, is that the induced actions rQ and rw, with n = c are simply propor- 
tional through 2-100~ order, 

(3.19) 

The reason for this is that the N-point function of one primary field Cp(z,) with 
N - 1 fields T(z,), . . . , T(z,) vanishes. Below we will explicitly show that, starting 
from 3-loop, the effective actions of the two theories differ essentially if n = c # 2. 

Before we come to that, let us reconsider one of the diagrams that we computed 
in sect. 2. According to eq. (3.13), the expression for the 2-100~ diagram in eqs. 
(3.5) and (3.6) can be written as 

-(1/2~3)/d2z,d2z2d2z3h(zl)B(Zp)B(z3)(TQ(z1)WQ(z2)WQ(z3)). (3.20) 

The 3-point function in (3.20) can be written in different ways, which, however, are 
all equivalent when interpreted as distributions. The simplest expression is 

[ 

1 2 
.= -n(n+2) (zl-z2)‘(z2-z3)” - (zl-Z2)(z2-z3)7 +(2t,3) ’ (3-21) 1 

leading to the following expression for the diagram in question 

This expression is equal to (3.6) which we derived by Feynman diagram methods, 
thus confirming the equivalence of both methods of computation. 
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With the OPE method the computation of the basic 3-100~ diagrams reduces to 
the evaluation of the 4-point functions of the currents W(w), which can be done 
straightforwardly. The final result can be expressed in terms of two basic structures 
which are given by 

[I]=]( 
a* 

2+3 - 3a-BCB + 3a2B>B - 2a:B;B 
+ + + + 1 

WI = /( B>B-a-BhB 
+ + i 

7 a6 a5 
+ 6a-B;B + 14alB-fB + 14a:BfB . (3.23) 

+ + + 

The lowest-order 3-100~ contributions to r, and rw3 (i.e. the terms with four 
B-factors and no h-factors) are found to be 

T= - [8(n+2)+2)]$], (3.24) 

(3.25) 

In the case of the it scalar theory, the above is the full result, which turns out to be 
the sum of two Feynman diagrams. Since the n-dependence of both diagrams is 
different (compare with table 11, the contributions of each separate diagram are 
easily identified: 

=- nkng;7;)2 $(7[I] + 12[11]), 

# 

= (n-2)n(n+2) 1 
8! ; PI * (3.26) 

These results explicitly show that the simple relation (3.19) between the induced 
actions of the n scalar theory in (3.24) and the pure W, theory in (3.25) breaks 
down at 3-100~ level if n = c # 2. 
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3.3. GRAVITATIONAL COVARIANTIZATIONS 

In general relativity one knows how to covariantize expressions involving deriva- 
tives, since a tensor calculus is available. In chiral W, gravity, the E transforma- 
tions are a combination of Einstein, local Lorentz and Weyl symmetries, and if 
there are indeed no other E anomalies beyond the lowest order, it should be 
possible to develop an “e calculus” which automatically adds the h fields to the 
effective action, once the latter is known without h fields. Such a tensor calculus 
we now present. It is based on the Polyakov variable f [17], which parametrizes the 
gravitational field h,, according to 

h -af 
++- a-f' (3.27) 

In order to deal as much as possible with covariant objects, we introduce two 
operators which “covariantize” the derivatives a+ and a- with respect to E 
transformations 

v+=a+- h++a-, 6= 'a 
a-f -' 

We now derive a set of elementary lemmas for these operators. 

Lemma 3.1. The operators V+ and 6 commute 

[V+,6] =o. 

Lemma 3.2. If S is an E scalar, then also V+S and 6s are E scalars. 

Lemma 3.3. Sf = 1 and V+f = 0. 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

Lemma 3.4. f is an E scalar. Indeed, S,f = E+a-f reproduces the correct 
v++- 

Lemma 3.5. Partial integration of 8, and 6 is allowed if one uses 8-f as 
measure. This means that if S, and S, are E scalars, then 

/(a-f )(V+S,)S, d2z = -/(a-f )q(V+s,) d2z, (3.30) 

and idem for 6. 

As a first application, we rewrite the effective action of pure gravity in terms of 
f and read off its E variation from the result. Using 

i0gaf=&a+iogaf)= &kh+++h++a- i0gaf), (3.31) 
+ + 
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we find that V+ logJJ=8Jr++ and q -‘d2_h++=loga-f, so that 

603 

/ I+ d2z = jath ++ hTa_f d2z = jadssa-f d2Z. (3.32) 

By using the chain rule, one may express the effective stress tensor in terms of f, 

Ttf! = -r ,,” --[~jR;Rd2z]=;[$-;($)2], (3.33) 

which is in agreement with eq. (2.25). Using this expression one easily proves that 
the E variation of Te” is given by 

s,7yfL = E+a-Te’f + 2(a_E+)Tefr + +2aS+ . (3.34) 

These results, first discussed in ref. [17], clearly show how the use of the variable f 
allows one to exhibit the dependence of the effective actions and currents on h 
explicitly and to all orders in h. 

As a new result we covariantize the Matsuo term in the effective action, which is 
given in eq. (3.4). We begin by expressing B,,, in terms of the gravitational E 
scalar f, and a new E scalar f3, which is the W,-counterpart of f, 

B V+f3 =- 
+++ (a-f)" 

(3.35) 

The reader may verify that with this parametrization B,,, transforms correctly 
under E variations. In fact, one needs not introduce f3 for our purposes, because it 
will be sufficient to use that the combination B+++@-f 1’ is an E scalar. However, 
we already introduce f3, since it can later be used to set up a “h calculus” for the 
spin-3 symmetry*. 

Since f3 is an E scalar, we can write down the following action, which, according 
to our lemmas, will be E invariant: 

I, = 
$z( n + 2) 

360a / (a-f >(V+fdS’fx d2z. (3.36) 

l Results of a A calculus based on f, f, will be presented elsewhere [30]. Here we only mention that 
the assignments S,,fs = A(c?J)~ and S,f= 0 lead to the correct 6,B rule, as in (3.21, and the 
linearized 6,h rule S,h = 0. 
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It can be rewritten in the form 

I2 = 
$n( n + 2) 

360~~ / LYV+Yd2z, (3.37) 

with the scalar field Y given by 

Y = 88f3 = &[ B(aJ>2] 
+ 

where we used that @f/a-f= d- 0 -‘J?h. (This result corrects ref. [20], where 
I2 - /&I q -l@B was proposed.) The first two orders in h of the action (3.36) 
correctly reproduce the results (3.4) and (3.5)-(3.6), which were obtained by direct 
computation. We now claim that (3.36) gives the full 2-100~ contribution (to all 
orders in h) of the induced action of the n scalar theory. This claim will be proved 
in sects. 4 and 5, where we will show that the sum of all diagrams beyond l-loop 
has exact E invariance. 

As a second application, we give the fully covariantized terms with two B lines 
and two cpC, lines in the effective action of the n scalar theory 

in agreement with the lowest terms in the h expansion given in eqs. (3.111, (3.12). 
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4. First Ward identity for the A symmetry 

605 

4.1. FORMULATION OF THE IDENTITY 

In sect. 3, we already briefly discussed (anomalous) Ward identities in W, 
gravity. It will turn out that there are two different ways to generalize the E Ward 
identity of pure gravity to the A symmetry of W, gravity. In the first one, which we 
discuss in this section, the A anomaly will be expressed in terms of a local quantity 
A(*). The second identity will be discussed in sect. 5. 

Before we formulate the first A Ward identity, we briefly recall some results 
from quantum Yang-Mills theory, where one proves the renormalizability of the 
theory by BRST methods [21,22]. The effective action r satisfies then the 
well-known “renormalization equation” 

6r/&$'6Ki\6r=AT, (4.1) 

where 4’ are the “classical fields”, i.e. the Yang-Mills fields, matter fields, ghosts 
and antighosts. The fields Ki are sources for the BRST transformation laws which 
have opposite statistics to +‘, and A *r denotes all 1PI graphs with precisely one 
insertion of the local vertex A. (Because the Ki are fermionic in our case, we must 
be careful about ordering; we indicate left and right differentiation by the symbols 
“\,, and “,V, respectively.) The fact that A is local is a consequence of the 
celebrated Lam theorem [23]. At the tree level, eq. (4.1) states that the quantum 
action is BRST invariant. At higher order in h, all transformation laws are 
modified by corrections of order A and higher. If one has a term Kisa,s,~’ in the 
quantum action, the correct quantum law for 4’ is given by 

G#(quantum) = 6Ki\6r= (ti,,,,&.r). (4.2) 

Combining eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) leads to the following BRST Ward identity 

w/6~ip,,,,~i~r)=~ .r. (4.3) 

In our treatment of chiral W, gravity, h,, and B,,, are external gauge fields, 
which have not yet been quantized. This means of course that we do not add 
ghosts and that we consider gauge invariance rather than BRST invariance. Still, 
we can derive a Ward identity for effective action r, which is closely analogous to 
(4.3). It is derived by changing the integration variable qi in the path integral for 
Z(h, B, J’) into, a gauge-transformed variable. The jacobian, if nonzero, leads to 
the gauge anomaly. Making a Legendre transformation from J’ to the classical 
fields & and defining the effective action as usual one may prove the following 
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Ward identity* 
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In this formula, 6rpi,, 6h and 6B denote the tree level E or A variations given in 
(3.2). The symbol X* r denotes all 1PI graphs with precisely one insertion of the 
local operator X. A is a local expression, which parametrizes the (E or A) 
anomalies in the theory. For a proof of this identity see ref. [13]. 

The Ward identity for E symmetry is as naively expected since the E laws are 
linear in, or independent of, quantum fields. It reads 

SI’,/S(p;, 6,cp;, + W,,/6h 6,h + W,/6B 6, B = A, . r, . (4.5) 

In particular, there are no quantum corrections to a,&. 
The A Ward identity contains, however, in addition to the unusual term in eq. 

(4.5), also quantum corrections to &f, since &JJ$ is non-linear in quantum fields. 
This situation is analogous to Yang-Mills theory. Since 6,B = a+A - ha-A + 2a-hh 
is independent of quantum fields, we can write the third term in the A Ward 
identity as W,‘,/6B(6B * r,), which is also of the form one expects from Yang-Mills 
theory. However, 6h contains quantum fields, and instead of 6r,/6h(tih * r,> one 
finds in the A Ward identity a term 

(6S/6h6h) .rv = (2/a)j(Ba-h -/la-B)(T!-T’-) .r,, (4.6) 

which contains, in general, “cross contractions”, i.e. does not factorize into 
CT:-. rXT?-.rV). The necessity of this term will be confirmed by the fact that it 
indeed leads to local A’s. The complete Ward identity for A symmetry reads now 

6r,/6p:,(6,(p:,.r) + (2ia)/(ha-B -Ba-A)(vq d-, + 6rpB6,~ =A, .rv. 

(4.7) 

In this formulation, the l-loop E anomaly is given by 

A”’ = - 
e (4.8) 

In subsect. 4.3 we shall show that there are no further E anomalies beyond this 
lowest order one. The 2-100~ A-anomaly coming from the Matsuo diagram (3.4) is 

*We are indebted to Mr. Bastianelli for proposing and deriving this Ward identity. 
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given by 

A(h2) = 
n(n+2) 

360~ / sa9. (4.9) 

We now come back to the l-loop h anomalies with two external scalars, which 
we abandoned at the end of subsect. 3.1. We find a new contribution from the 
term 6r,/&&(6,~of, *J’,> if we take for 5X’/&& the lowest order field equation 
d+a-& Graphically 

+-x 
a+a-+ 

= hi(l) 

B se-a+x a 
(4.10) 

As a confirmation of the correctness of the Ward identity (4.71, we find a local 
result for the l-loop anomaly A$.‘). It is given by 

A(l)= $$j(*amrb)di(Bam&). A (4.11) 

The existence of this anomaly was first found in refs. [2,24]. 
The reader may at this moment expect the worst, and anticipate similar 

anomalies in l-loop and higher-loop graphs with further external Brp pairs and/or 
further external h fields. However, we now claim that, remarkably, no further 
anomalous terms arise. In other words, we claim that the terms that we already 
encountered, i.e. 

A!‘), A(,‘), A’,2’ (4.12) 

actually represent all anomalies in the theory! In subsect. 4.2 we will illustrate this 
claim by explicit computations involving diagrams with up to three loops. After 
that, in subsect. 4.3, we will prove this claim for the special case where we only 
consider diagrams with no external qC, lines. 

4.2. EXPLICIT CHECKS THROUGH 3-LOOP 

Let us first consider a l-loop 1PI graph with three instead of two external Bp,, 
pairs. It yields 

3f = : - ~/d+yBd-.:‘)[ $(Ba-$og][ $(Ba-&)], (4.13) 
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where we used the expression for tr(didjdk) from table 1. The Ward identity with 
external lines (AB2q2,) gets contributions from the following terms 

fq” 
- Gq7;\“‘p’ + 

M,‘O’ x,“’ 
~dl 

--@fp;,+ ~(*a-B-Ba-A)(T’T’.r,)“‘+ 
hd, 

=a+h (4.14) 

(where the superscripts denote the number of loops) corresponding to the follow- 
ing diagrams 

+ 1 x +&+ Bya+A =o (4.15) 

Note in particular the fourth diagram, coming from a cross-contraction in 
(TV+’ *r,>. All diagrams have different II dependence, and the fact that the sum 
is local is a confirmation of the need for the (TYP *r,> terms in the identity (4.7). 
Without this term the sum would not even have been local. In fact, the sum of all 
terms vanishes and this confirms that there are no corrections to the three terms in 
(4.12) at this order, in agreement with our claim in subsect. 4.1. 

One might have anticipated that only the graphs with 2 external B lines and no 
h lines give an anomaly, since their A variation contains only one non-local 
operator a; l, which can be cancelled by a term proportional to a+a-& Graphs 
with more 6’; i factors cannot be made local by graphs which contain only one 
factor a+a-&. We explicitly checked that the Ward identity (4.7) with only 
the anomalies (4.12) is also satisfied if one considers the l-loop terms with struc- 
ture (Ah&~,). (One of the contributions comes from the diagram (3.12), with 
l&B = a+0 

At the 2-100~ level the (hB) terms in the Ward identity lead to the anomaly A(h2) 
(see eq. (4.9)). Let us consider the (hhB) terms in the Ward identity at 2-100~. On 
the 1.h.s. of eq. (4.7) only the 6,B terms contribute; we already discussed their 
contribution in eq. (3.9). The (TYP . r,) terms do not contribute in this case. This 
means that in the Ward identity the terms (3.9) are not canceled on the 1.h.s. of 
the equation. (An alternative h Ward identity, where this cancellation does take 
place, will be discussed in sect. 5.) One should now realize that the r.h.s. of the 
Ward identity (4.7) contains the term A, (‘) * r,, which does contribute at this level. 
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Explicit computation of the relevant l-loop diagram leads to 
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x (2NA - 3a-satA + 3a2_sa-A - 2aQA), (4.16) 

where we have denoted the vertex due to A(hl) by a cross. Comparison with eq. (3.9) 
shows that the Ward identity is satisfied at this level. 

Let us finally consider the identity (4.7) at 3-100~ level, where we consider terms 
with structure (AB3). In subsect. 3.2 we discussed the two Feynman diagrams with 
four external B lines that contribute to the 3-100~ effective action. In the Ward 
identity, these diagrams contribute in the sector WT’/6BSB through the varia- 
tion 6,B = a+A. The OPE formalism shows that the full variation w.r.t. B of these 
expressions is found by taking four times the variation at the second position in 
each of the structures in (3.23). One finds 

d+X 
EC 

B n(n + 2)2 1 = 
B B 15.7! ; 

7P,‘,+& + 12P,L, 
+ 

;Qi, 3 
+ 1 

B (n-2)+2+2) 1 1 
=- 

2.7! - p,‘,aQ&, n- / + B 
(4.17) 

where we introduced the expressions 

p-$,=xa-Y-a-m > 

Piy= 2x@Y- 3a_xaP+ 3a2_xa-y- 2&y-y, 

Q$y=2X$Y+3a-x$y, 
+ + 

Q~~=x$Y+ 6a_x$Y+ 14atxfh+ 14a!x>Y. (4.18) 
+ + + + 

They have the following properties: 

aLP$, = Q8 x.a,Y - Qt,a+x > @p;,= Qfy,a+y- Q$,a,- (4.19) 
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In the h-sector, there is one contribution to the Ward identity at this level. It is 
due to a cross contraction in (PT’+‘) * r,, namely twice the fields cp’cpj coupled to 
the vertex B(cS’-(~)~. The resulting expression is 

(4.20) 

At the r.h.s of the Ward identity there is again the occurrence of A(hl) through 
A(:) * r’. One finds the following result: 

One easily checks that the contributions (4.17) and (4.20) on the 1.h.s of the 
Ward identity correctly add up to (4.20, which shows that there is no new 
contribution to A, at this order. One might have expected this result, as it seems 
impossible to find linear combinations of diagrams with three non-local operators 
a;’ which are local. 

Cursory contemplation of the task to compute 4-100~ diagrams produces an 
irresitible urge to give an all loop proof that there are no higher-order E anomalies 
and A anomalies. To this problem we now turn. 

4.3. ALL-LOOP RESULT FOR THE ANOMALIES IN T&h, B] 

Before we come to the anomalies we make a few definitions. As in sect. 2 we 
define Ten as -rr(b/bh)T[h,B] and Weff as -d8/BB)T[h,Bl. Note that they 
can be represented as 

Teff( z, z) = c N ~(T(z,i).(l)....(N)~~,~, (4.22) 

with a similar expression for We” and with 2 = exp r as in eq. (3.13). We now 
define, Reff (in the n scalar theory, see eq. (3.15)) and Aeff (in the W, theory, see 
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eq. (3.17)) by analogous expressions. (In the Feynman diagram language X”” is of 
course represented as X* r,.) In this section we focus on the Ward identities 
where the classical field a:, is set equal to zero. 

Let us first consider the E symmetry. By using the ?‘T and 2%’ OPE’s we derive 
(compare with the derivation of (2.29)) 

(4.23) 

confirming our claim that the l-loop E anomaly is actually the full result. This 
result can be rephrased as 

[a+- ha-- 2(&h)] Teff - [2BC+ 3(cLB)] W”” = +&h. (4.24) 

A similar result (with n + c) holds for the W, theory. 
We now repeat the analysis for the A symmetry. Our strategy is to first evaluate 

the consequences of varying the B fields. In the result we shall then recognize the 
various terms that make up the Ward identity. We have 

n(n + 2) 

360.1~ / sa5 

n+2 
+ 3o?r -/(2WA - 3a-salA + 3a!.Ba-A - 2aQfh)pf 

n+2 
- 

+ 27r / (B8-A - a_BA) Reff (4-W 

for the n scalar theory. 
At this point one should be careful about the normal ordering in the term 

(TV? in RQ. In the defining relation (3.15) it was understood that this ordering 
was done w.r.t. the modes of TQ (as is standard in conformal field theory). 
However, in order to be able to compare with the Ward identity (4.7) we wish to 
do the ordering with respect to the modes of cp, using the relation (see formulas 
(A.151 and (A.101 of ref. [26]) 

(TqTQ)*= (T’T’)Q- ~a3_pia-pi. (4.26) 
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This then leads to 
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ar,/am,B + (2/p)/(Aa-13 -Ba-h)((TT), .rJ 

n+2 
=#‘.r + Q -/(2B@h - 3a-BatA + 3atBa-A - 2ayBA)TQ . rQ 307r 

/ ( n+2 
+ pa-A -a-m) - ra5pia-cpi - 

3(n + 2) 
3. aZ_TQ -r 

IT i Q 

=d*V + ~J[(AaJ)a:(Basqi)] -r A Q Q 

=@‘.r +#.r Q Q' (4.27) 

This proves that the l-loop and 2-100~ anomalies for the A symmetry constitute the 
full anomaly in the Ward identity (4.7) with cpt, = 0. 

5. Second A Ward identity and functional equations for the 
effective action 

5.1. WESS-ZUMINO CONDITIONS FOR THE CONSISTENT A ANOMALY 

In sect. 4 we discussed the Ward identities (4.5) and (4.7) and evaluated the local 
expressions A, and A,, which parametrize the anomalies. Unfortunately, the A 
Ward identity (4.7) cannot directly be reformulated as a differential equation 
involving only h, B, Teff and Weff (such as eq. (4.26) which expresses the 
anomalous E Ward identity (4.25)). The obstruction to this is the presence of the 
factor Reff in eq. (4.27) (or Aerr in the W, theory), which cannot readily be 
expressed in terms of h, B, T”” and Weff. 

If a second equation of the type (4.26) (but corresponding to A rather than to E 
symmetry) could be established, the two together would uniquely characterize the 
effective action T,[h, B] (or rw3[h, B]) and could perhaps lead to a closed 
expression for rQ in terms of h and B. For this reason we will now discuss an 
attempt to formulate an alternative A Ward identity and the problems that go with 
it. 

A sufficient result in order to establish a A analogue of eq. (4.26) would be a 
relation of the form 

gS,h + g&B = const.jB@A, (5-l) 
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where 6,h and Sh, are variations that include corrections of order A and higher, 
but can still be expressed as local expressions in h, B, Teff and We’. We already 
saw an example of such a correction term, namely Sp)h in (3.101, which was 
designed precisely to avoid extra terms on the r.h.s. of eq. (5.1). 

In order to investigate the possibility of a relation like (5.11, we shall proceed as 
follows. We shall first fix a set of variation rules for h and B under E and A 
symmetry, namely the rules given in (3.2) for 6,h, 6,B and 6,B, and the rule (3.10) 
for the A variation of h. We then consider the 6, and 6, variations of the effective 
action r, under these rules, which we shall denote by An[~l and An[A], respec- 
tively. These anomalies satisfy integrability conditions, which are often called 
Wess-Zumino (WZ> conditions [251. We already know that 

A+] = -+-jh&, An[A] = 
7T 

(5.2) 

(compare with eqs. (4.251, (3.811, where the function An,(h, B) is to be determined. 
The idea is that we can use the WZ conditions to determine An,, or at least to 
find restrictions on it. Once An[A] is determined, one can try to absorb all terms in 
it beyond the minimal one into the transformation rules 6,h and 6,B, such as to 
establish a relation like (5.1). 

We begin with the E--E condition. From the commutator of two local E transfor- 
mations on h and B we deduce that 

[6(E,),6(E2)] =8(E’=E*~-E,-E,a-E2). (5.3) 

Hence 

which is indeed satisfied by An[e] in eq. (5.2). 
For the E-A condition we should first evaluate the commutator [S(E), 6(A)]. On 

B one finds 

P(~,s(~)]B=~(A’= -E~-A+~A~-~)B. (5.5) 

On h, however, one finds an extra term 

[6(+3(A)]h=tQ’)h+ 8(nl;2)(ALB-Bd-A)d’s. (5.6) 
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The E - A condition becomes 

where we used that -aU/6h = Teff. This .equation reduces to the following 
equation for the function An, 

/[AG(+~, -2~d_e~n, +a-hEhA] = - 8(:5t2) /(AcLB-BcA)T~~~&, 

which states that An, transforms under E transformations as a ( - 3) tensor with an 
anomalous term on the r.h.s. We now remark that if we a~~urne that the 6, 
transformation rule of T”” is given by 

S,Teff = d-Teff + 2(d3)Teff + +zd% (5.9) 

(which we know to be true in lowest order, see eq. (3.34)), then the following 
expression is an exact solution to eq. (5.8): 

/ AAn,= - “yT; 2, /(AU -Bc?A)[T~“]~. (5.10) 

In order to show this, it is useful to note that the r.h.s. is E invariant except for the 
E anomaly in 6,Teff. 

Turning to the A - A consistency condition, we first evaluate the commutator of 
two local A transformations on h and B. The result is 

[6(A,),6(A2)]h=6(d)h+ 8(nl;2)(A,i’~A2-A2&A,)~‘h, (5.11) 

where E’ is given by 

n+2 
E’ = 30(2A,a’A2 - 3a_A,d:A, + 3d?A,a-A, - 2a:A,A,). (5.12) 
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The A - A WZ condition becomes 

%ww~*1- w,Pd~,l= WE’1 - 8(;5;2) /(Ala-A, - A,aA,)T”Ffa3_h. 

(5.13) 

It reduces to the following equation for the function An, 

/ATARI, - /A,S(A,)~, = - 8(y5t2) /(~,a_A*-A,a_h,)Te~~a3_h. 

(5.14) 

Let us see if the proposed expression (5.10) satisfies this condition. Inserting (5.10) 
into the 1.h.s of (5.14), and using the result (4.26), one finds that the identity 
reduces to 

6,T=” = 3a-AWeff + 2Ad- We”. (5.15) 

In lowest order, this equation can be checked by explicitly writing expressions for 
Teff and Weff. 

Thus we see that the expression (5.10) is an exact solution of all WZ consistency 
conditions if we assume the validity of eqs. (5.9) and (5.15). These conditions (up 
to the anomalous term in (5.9)) were found previously in our analysis of classical 
W, gravity in ref. [4], which is based on a classical limit of the quantum W, algebra. 

We now claim that (5.2) and (5.10) are the correct A anomaly through 2-100~ 
order (i.e. to first order in B but to arbitrary high order in h), but that they are not 
the full result if one considers 3-100~ order and higher. 

As for the first claim: we explicitly checked that the conditions (5.9) and (5.10) 
are satisfied to high enough order as to guarantee the correctness of (5.10) as a 
solution of the WZ conditions through 2-100~ order. We also checked that the 
leading term of An, (which has the structure (ABh2)) is correctly reproduced by 
adding the following three contributions: (i) the variation under 6B = d+A of the 
(B2h2) term in the effective action, which can be extracted from the all order 
result (3.37) and which corresponds to the Matsuo diagram (3.4) with two h 
insertions, (ii) the variation under 6B H hh, of the Matsuo diagram with one h 
insertion, given in (3.6), and (iii) the variation under 6j”h of the 3-h diagram 
(2.20). 

The fact that (5.10) is not the full A anomaly becomes apparent if we consider 
the A variations of the 3-100~ (B4> terms in the effective action, which we gave in 
(4.17). One should add to that result the variation gotten by taking 6i’)h in 
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diagram (3.5), which precisely cancels the P&(l/J+)Q& term in (4.17). Hence, 
the full result for the (AB3> terms in the A anomaly is given by 

- ~(1~~7:)[8(,+2)-5(n-2)]~~P:,~Q~~. (5.16) 
+ 

This result clearly shows that the full A anomaly is not simply given by (5.10). If we 
exclude the possibility that the extra terms in An, are homogeneous solutions to 
the WZ conditions, we should conclude that the assumptions (5.9) and (5.15) are 
not both valid in our theory. 

We finally remark that expression (5.16) contains non-localities which cannot all 
be absorbed into the expressions Teff and We”. This means that our effort to 
obtain a result of the form (5.1) breaks down at the 3-100~ level. 

5.2. FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS FOR THE EFFECTIVE ACTION 

In this subsection we reformulate the result of subsect. 5.1, and extend them to 
the W, theory. We will find that in the latter case the non-localities that we found 
in (5.16) are suppressed by a factor l/c if we consider the large-c limit. 

First of all, we give the analogue of formula (4.25) for the W, theory, which 
reads 

SF, -&B = - -/B#h - 
1 

6B 3601~ -/(2Bd?A -3a-BatA +3atBa-h -2#Bh)~~'~ 307r 

(5.17) 

The first few terms in Reff and Aeff can be worked out explicitly by using OPE 
relations. For example, if we focus on the terms in Aeff that are independent of B, 
we can derive from the OPE between A(z) and T(w) that 

(a+-~a--4(d-+yff(h) = TTeff(h)@k (5.18) 

Precisely the same differential equation is satisfied by ((22 + 5c>/5c)[Teff(h>]* 
(compare with eq. (2.3111, and this leads us to identify the two results. (Strictly 
speaking the identification is up to a homogeneous solution of eq. (5.18), which we 
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do not expect to contribute here.) We found the following expansions: 

617 

Reff= ?&“(h)]‘- n+2)-5(n-2)];Q& + 
+ 0(B2P,B4 ,... 1, 

pff= A&C”(h#- ~~~~,+O(Bzh,l,B4,...), (5.19) 
- + 

with Qi, defined as in (4.18). Note that the result for Reff confirms the validity of 
(5.10) through 2-100~ order. 

We can now insert these expansions into eqs. (4.25) and (5.17) and extract 
differential equations satisfied by Teff and Weff. In doing so, we switch to variables 
h, b, u and u, where the new variables are defined as: b = d-B (n scalar 
theory) or b = B (W, theory), u = (12/n)Teff or u = (12/c>Teff, and u = 
(360/q/~)Weff or u = (360/c)Weff. 

For completeness we first express the relation (4.24) for the anomalous E Ward 
identity in terms of the new variables 

a+u=D,h+&[3ua-+2(a-u)]b. (5.20) 

The other relations translate into 

a+u = [3&+(cV~u)]h + D,b 

++-(8-5%)( 2d_b;Qf& + b;Q& + + ) +O(b3hr1,b5,...) (5.21) 

for the n scalar theory, and 

a+u=[Jua-+ (a-u)]h+ D,b+ g mbhQ&+b>Qh 
+ + 

+O(b3h”,b5,...) (5.22) 

for the pure W, theory. In here D, and D, are the Gelfand-Dickey operators \ 
given in eqs. (1.7). 

For the W, theory we remark that the non-local terms in the functional equation 
(5.22) are proportional to p, which in the large:c limit is first order in l/c. In the 
introduction we mentioned that the induced action r[h, b] corresponds (via a 
Legendre transformation) to the saddlepoint approximation of the generating 
functional W[u, u]. The loop corrections to the saddlepoint approximation will be 
of order’ l/c and will therefore interfere with the non-local terms in the above 
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functional equations. One might expect that this works out in such a way that the 
full generating functional is essentially (up to finite renormalizations as in (1.3)) 
given by the Legendre transform of a quantity satisfying the above functional 
equations without any order l/c non-local terms. At that point one would expect to 
make contact with a KPZ .type approach, which could presumably yield the 
all-order result for the renormalization constants (compare with the proposals 
made in refs. [9, lo]). We leave this issue for further study. 

6. Outlook 

In sect. 5 we introduced the idea of a l/c expansion for the induced action 
T,Jh, b] of W, gravity coupled to a W, matter system of central charge c. We 
expect that the lowest order term in this expansion, which we will call the classical 
induced action, satisfies the Ward identities (5.20) and (5.22) without the sublead- 
ing non-local terms: 

a+u =D,h + +[3&+ 2(Lu)]b, a+u = [3u&+(Lv)]h +D,b. (6.1) 

It has been observed in the literature [27,28] that these identities, which are 
related to the so-called Boussinesq hierarchy of integrable differential equations, 
can be derived from the Ward identities of the sl(3) Wess-Zumino-Witten 
(WZW) theory of the procedure of hamiltonian reduction, This result generalizes 
the result for pure gravity, where the exact Ward identity (2.30, which is related to 
the KdV hierarchy, can be derived from the Ward identity for the sl(2) WZW 
theory. 

We would like to point out that the relation, in general, of the “classical” W,, 
Ward identities with the sl(n) WZW theories can be exploited to derive explicit 
expressions for the classical induced action of W,, gravity (compare with ref. [29]). 
We will here briefly indicate how this can be done in the case of pure gravity. 
Details and the extension to W,, will be given in a separate paper with H. Ooguri 
c301. 

The induced action r[A] for an external gauge field A&r, 2) coupled to WZW 
matter fields can be expanded according to 

l- [A] = + + + . . . 
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where fob= are the structure constants of the underlying Lie algebra. In the case of 
sN2) we have three gauge fields A +, A0 and A -. Imposing the constraints 

6W 
--0, J.!$=& 
SAO 

and calling A-= h, one finds that 

A”=a-h, A-=h. 

(6.3) 

Using these constraints, one can reduce the action (6.2) and finds that it repro- 
duces the leading terms of the induced action (2.22) for pure gravity, with the 
identification c = k/6. In ref. [30] we will extend this result to all orders in h and 
present the generalization to W,,. 

It is a pleasure to thank Y. Matsuo, F. Bastianelli and H. Ooguri for illuminating 
discussions. KS. thanks the Institute for Theoretical Physics in Santa Barbara, 
where part of this work was done, for hospitality. AS. thanks Harvard University 
and Caltech for hospitality. 
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